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Coordinated Arase satellite and ground-based observations of pulsating electron and
proton auroras
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Hot particle temperature anisotropies can excite chorus and electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves near the magnetic
equator. The chorus and EMIC waves are candidate of drivers for generating pulsating electron and proton auroras by pitch angle
scattering of high energy particles via wave-particle interactions. Both pulsating electron and proton auroras exhibit various
kinds of temporal characteristics related with the wave activities. In fact, many previous reports showed that pulsating electron
and proton auroras have the luminous variations related with the bundle of chorus and EMIC waves, and with the intervals of
successive discrete elements of chorus and EMIC waves. Recently, high-speed (about 100 Hz) EMCCD images revealed fast
luminous modulations of pulsating proton aurora related with the subpacket structures of Pc1 geomagnetic pulsations observed
on the ground, which are equivalent to the EMIC waves in the magnetosphere. However, simultaneous observations of fast
modulations of pulsating electron aurora and related subpacket structures of discrete chorus element have not been reported yet.
Since pulsating auroras are faint, direct detection of fast luminous modulations is not easy, even with the most advanced EMCCD
cameras. Going beyond correlating overall packet structures in luminosity and wave variations requires advanced temporal and
spatial analysis techniques together with advanced EMCCD camera data.

In this study, we show temporal and spatial characteristics of pulsating electron and proton auroras at sub-auroral and auroral
latitudes during coordinated Arase satellite and ground-based observations. For detecting the temporal characteristics, we used
S transform, which is a signal processing technique for a time-frequency distribution. The S transform has an advantage that the
frequency resolution is dependent with the time resolution. Such frequency dependent resolution is important for identifying the
fast modulations of auroral luminosity. We identified electron and proton auroral patches having similar temporal characteristics
of chorus and EMIC wave activities similarly in the previous reports. The similar temporal characteristics of the luminous
and wave activities strongly supports the basic generation mechanism by pitch angle scattering via wave-particle interactions.
Additionally, for detecting the spatial variations of auroral patches in the auroral images, we used Level Set Method (LSM), which
is one of techniques to extract dynamic objects. An advantage of LSM is exact extraction of complex time-varying objects such
as split and combination problems. The spatial variations between pulsating electron and proton auroras were quite different. The
proton auroral patch was quite localized, so this localized patch can indicate a localized wave-particle interaction region in the
magnetosphere. On the other hand, the electron auroral patch frequently showed split into a few patches and combination with
surrounding patches. Such spatial split and combination of auroral patches may indicate more complex wave-particle interaction
region for chorus waves.

In this presentation, we will discuss the difference between pulsation electron and proton auroras in details.


